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::: 6:57 PM
Good  evening,  Colorado!  This  is  [NAME]  [CALL
SIGN], I will be the Net Control station for KØNTS.
The  Colorado  Section  Traffic  Net  will  begin  at
7:00  pm.  If  you  need  to  use  the  Colorado
Connection to make a quick call prior to the net,
please do so now. Net control standing by.

::: 7:00 PM [Key down for all of the following]

Calling The Colorado Section Traffic Net. This is
[CALL SIGN IN ITU PHONETICS] I am Net Control
for KØNTS. This is a directed NTS Section Traffic
Net.  The purpose of this net is to pass formal
written and 3rd party traffic where allowed by law.
We  meet  to  practice  for  emergencies  on  the
Colorado  Connection  daily,  and  this  net
maintains  direct  liaison  with  Radio  Relay
International and the rest of the National Traffic
System.

Is there any emergency, priority, welfare or time
sensitive traffic for the net?

(If  any  Emergency,  Priority,  Welfare  or  time
sensitive traffic, call for stations to handle before
proceedin  g)  
 
If  you  have an emergency during the net,  say
break  and  we  will  suspend  the  net  until  your
emergency is handled.

CHECK IN/TRAFFIC /ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Net control now calling for all stations to check
in.   Please state your call,  name, location and
indicate  you  have  traffic,  no  traffic,  or
announcements.   Net  Control  will  call  for  your
traffic list shortly.  

TRAFFIC ROUTING: 

(Call  traffic  holding  stations)  list  your  traffic.
(NCS take traffic listing from station(s))

 [NCS  coordinate  announcements  and  traffic
handling]

AFTER TRAFFIC ROUTED:
This  is  KØNTS  with  [CALL  SIGN  IN  ITU
PHONETICS], net control for The Colorado Section
Traffic Net. Thanks to all  who have checked in.
You  are  now  dismissed  as  we  move  to  the
informal portion of the net.

LEAGUE MEMBERS:    [if time]

The  Colorado  Traffic  League  is  the  501(c)(3)
public charity that runs this net. You can become
a  member  of  the  CTL  with  a  basic  level  of
participation with no dues. For information about
joining  the  CTL,  please  visit  our  web  site  at
K0NTS.ORG. Stations  who  have  not  already
checked in, please check in now.

LEARNING:    [if time]

Any  stations  interested  in  learning  about  the
National  Traffic  System,  or  how  to  become  a
member of  the Colorado Traffic League, please
visit  k0nts.org for  more  information  about  this
net. 

LATE CHECK-INS AND RECAP:    [if time]

I will remain on frequency after the net to take
late  check-ins.  Thanks  to  all  who  have
participated  in  this  evening’s  net,  including…
[LIST CHECK IN STATIONS IF TIME]

CLOSING @ 7:25 PM:
Our thanks to The Colorado Connection system of
statewide  linked  repeaters  for  hosting  this
evening’s net.  The Colorado Connection relies
on our support for it's operations, please visit
their web site at COLCON.ORG to see how you
can  help  and  for  more  information  about  the
Colorado Connection repeaters.
This is KØNTS with [CALL SIGN] as Net Control,
closing  The  Colorado  Section  Traffic  Net  and
returning  the  system  to  normal  operation  at
[LOCAL  TIME]  local  Mountain  Time  or  [ZULU
TIME] ZULU time. 73 and good evening.

Remember to identify your station at least every
10 minutes:

“This is KØNTS with [YOUR CALL SIGN] as
net control for The Colorado Traffic Net.”

If  the  Colorado  Connection  is  down,  use  our
primary backup frequency: 147.54 simplex with a
156.7  tone and 3.989MHz (If licensed).

Under  normal  operations,  please  do  not  start
early check-ins before 6:57PM. If possible, use an
atomic  clock  such  as  the  MFJ-121B  to  start
precisely at  7:00:00PM.  We strive for uniform,
predictable  start  and  end  times  that  do  not
exceed our allotted time on The Connection.



Only send handlers off frequency if there is other
traffic  to  be  passed  on  net.  To  save time and
confusion  for  counting  traffic  passed  off
frequency, request that only the traffic receiver
report back in with the count of traffic received.

Skip informal sections when necessary to end on
time by 7:25PM. This is especially important on
Thursday and Sunday nights  when another net
follows the CTN. 

Report to Net Manager on a future net or on the
K0NTS.ORG web site: # messages, # check-Ins,
# minutes, #original


